
Introduce a Girl to Engineering 2019

 Name of activity Description of activity

1 Neural Engineering Human-to-human neural interfacing

2 Tower building Build a tower using spaghetti and marshmallows

3 Polymers An introductory activity to demonstrate what a polymer is.

4 DIY CSI

Learn how to identify people the way computers do, with facial 

recognition and fingerprint activities

5 Watershed recovery

Redesign 2x2' sandbox "community" around riverbed for flood 

control

6

Exploring Circuits and 

Logic

Girls will be involved in hands-on activities such as: building 

smart circuits and playing with digital logic

7 Slime Have fun making slime.

8 Mystery Crystals Crystal identification games

9 DIY Lava lamps Visualize surface tension and the density of liquids

10

Lunar Lander 

Challenge

Design a lander that holds marshmallow passengers in a cup 

when dropped.

11 Fruit batteries Learn some basic knowledge in electrochemistry

12 Absorbing the Rainbow

Explore sorption using water, food coloring, and fabric, and learn 

how this technology is used to remove pollutants from water.

13 Soft Tissue Flubber

Create flubber with rubber bands and yarn to demonstrate 

properties of skin as a composite material

14 Light 'em up Bits! Learn Computer Science basics with Microbits!

15 Coding Unplugged

Learn how coding works through fun activities like building your 

own maze with escape instructions and making a code bracelet.



16 Materials Science

1) Ductile-Brittle Transition 2) Shape-Memory Alloy 3) pH effect 

on pharmaceuticals

17 Building a Solar Car

Group will split into teams and use provided materials to build 

their own solar car using a few design specifications.

18 Let's Learn Radar

Learn how radar systems work through hands-on 

experimentation

19 Bridge Building Building a bridge with only tape and straws

20 Biomedical Hands

Learn about anatomy by making a hand with fingers that curl 

when you pull a string.

21 Pavement in a box

Create and test a mini-road with sensors in a see-through box 

using oscilloscopes.

22 Windmill Building Build a windmill to demonstrate renewable energy.

23 Bubble Machine

Make a bubble machine with a clear 2-liter bottle and add soapy 

water to make bubbles. 

24

NanoEngineering and 

Light

Hands-on activity to introduce students to nanotechnology and 

light emission

25 Robotics Learn about robots in the world.


